Short-term mobilization of processing resources is revealed in the event-related potential.
This study investigates whether an occasional effortful improvement of performance, as asked for by a precue, is reflected in event-related potential (ERP) changes. To estimate the limits of possible effort-induced behavioral and ERP changes, we manipulated the time between precue and imperative stimulus (IS; precue interval, PCI). The subjects could, in fact, improve their performance in the effort trials, with all but the shortest PCI. The postcue ERP revealed a fronto-central contingent negative variation (CNV), which was preceded by a frontal positive/occipital negative wave (P2/N2). Both the P2/N2 and the CNV were larger for effort than for standard trials for all PCIs. For the shortest PCI (300 ms), the CNV increase was seen after the IS. The CNV increase for PCIs 600 and 300 began at about 400 ms postcue. The results suggest that effortful performance improvement is associated with prior increase of a frontocentral CNV and a preceding P2/N2. The CNV increase is thought to reflect the activity of a frontal executive process by which additional processing resources can be mobilized on a trial-to-trial basis within less than 500 ms.